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To Sir LTC PM 23rd Batallion Commander 

Subject: Phenomenon observed in the sky of the city of Claudio, and pursuit of two strange 

beings seen in the city's cane fields. 

Sir Commander, 

On 11-19-2008, around 10 pm, Ms. Renata Veloso saw an object descend at high speed from 

the sky like a lightning bolt. It was moments before the Brazil and Portugal game, when we 

were getting ready to watch the game. She called me and given the insistence I walked to the 

window and saw a huge luminous object (hexagon) accompanied by two other smaller 

spherical ones that rotated under its orbit. When he approached the Nossa Senhora 

Aparecida church, the streetlamp lights in the Bela Vista neighborhoods went out block by 

block. One of the smaller objects was silver and the other was red, like red hot iron (it changed 

color). After a time of observation of the object's maneuvers; I called 190 and was answered by 

Cpl. Barbosa. I determined that a vehicle composed by the Military personnel Cpl. Rabelo, LCpl. 

Francisco and LCpl. Balbino was sent to the site (Avenida Bela VistaNalongo).

From the window of my apartment I commanded the action of the Military, and when they saw 

the object, they began to scream in a situation of enthusiasm, despair and surprise. LCpl. 

Francisco's screams surpassed the others being heard (look at Cpl., look at Cpl.) and Cpl. Rabelo 

trying to calm down. The Military saw the object cross the MG-260 highway and head towards 

the sugarcane fields and Carmo da Mata/Oliveira. I don't know if it's the same object but when 

this object returned to the direction of Nossa Senhora Aparecida church, it started to emit strong 

light, it went to ltapecerica and came back, stopping and heading towards Oliveira and then 

coming back and stopping suddenly. We lost track of time. We called Ms. Irma, who resides on 

the sixth floor,



when it arrived at the window saw the same thing. This object after some time has moved 

upwards until it was no longer seen. Ms. Irma also saw and told me what she saw, being the 

same thing this Officer, Ms. Renata, Cpl. Rabelo, LCpl. Francisco and LCpl. Balbino saw.

On November 19th and 20th we had an experience, together with several other Military 

personnel and people we met and interviewed about lights that flew over the city, and also about 

small "humanoid" beings that were chased by the Mitsubishi 13533 vehicle around 12 mph 

between the planted canes. These seen humanoids seemed to slip through the reeds. In all the 

actions of this Officer, several armed Military personnel followed the phenomenon at different 

times, in one of these moments, we were in 03 vehicles. A lady from Formiguinha Village, when 

she opened the door of her house, have seen small beings in her backyard and also saw an 

object colored incandescent iron standing in the air behind eucalyptus trees at about 2,600 ft, 

pointing to this Officer's beret as the shape of the seen object. Objects flew at an incalculable 

speed and stopped as if there were no limits to physics, they just stopped suddenly. Objects 

curved at angles of ninety degrees or less, shifted forward, and returned backward.

The streetlamp lights went out according to how close they hovered in the air. The object turned 

off the streetlamp lights in several blocks in the Bela Vista, Valongo, Crioulo Doido 

neighborhoods. When they flew at very high speed, the lampposts blinked, popped. They flew 

without noise, without any noise. They moved like lightning from top to bottom to the tops of the 

trees, from side to side; they stopped and parked. They triangulated and flew in the sky together 

around the city, in the mountains. They appeared at one point, disappeared and appeared at 

another. When the police vehicle stopped, they performed aerial maneuvers and when we 

moved to a better observation point, they moved with us. One of the spheres descended into the 

treetop and returned as "ping pong". Most intriguingly, we tried to surprise one of these flying 

lights, which were bigger than a pickup truck, and we were surprised, as if there was a crew, as if 

something were seeing us from within silvery and sometimes red-hot iron spheres.

The greatest experience of all took place on the night of November 20th, 2008, when after three 

objects disappeared at incredible speed, we returned, this Officer, Sgt. William and Sgt. Waldir 

through the cane fields in the region of Povoado de São Bento; we saw two luminous beings, 

about three feet tall, gliding through the reeds. 



We were in the Mitsubishi pickup truck traveling on a side road, when Sgt William saw 

something in the woods he turned vehicle 13533 towards the "luminous beings", when we 

approached (50 or 65 ft), they began to slide through the reeds. We were about 12 mph and 

these continued forward and to the right, it was noticeable that those things "walked" without 

touching the ground. We didn't see feet or fingers, but we saw arms, legs and oval head, and 

although they were luminous, they didn't illuminate. We arrived at a pond and had to stop. We 

backed up the Military vehicle and stopped at a command point, we were about a 300 ft away 

from these "observed beings", they did not appear in the camera, the lake that was reflecting 

the moonlight did not appear in the camera's viewfinder, although were ahead of us. The 

humanoids were very bright, we didn't see eyes, and they didn't show up on the camera. Sgt 

Waldir Araújo Silva tried everything to photograph those "beings" but they didn't appear, even 

with the lens zoom, only the fireflies appeared. The lake was very clean, but it looked deep. We 

couldn't reason. We had headaches, body aches and fear. I reached for my gun, but the arm 

was too heavy. Sgt William Alcione da Silva was glimpsed about what we saw and said all the 

time "look there boss, look there boss". Both this Officer and the two Sergeants saw the same 

things and noticed the same things from what we were observing.

What we saw seemed to put something in or take something out of the earth, as if they were 

scientists. They seemed to control what we thought, left our bodies tired and unable to think 

strategically and tactically. The feeling is that we are in a situation of not defining

o what is reality, what is dream and what is nightmare, and everyone felt and saw the same

thing. After this experience we all had a headache, anxiety and we couldn't stop thinking and 

commenting on what we saw. The urge to drink water stood out, and what seemed like 40 

minutes was actually 2 or 3 hours. Even unintentionally things came to mind, it disturbs a lot. 

We moved on the morning of 11-21-2008 to the place where we saw the beings, and there 

was nothing in the place, the lake had disappeared, there was only the reeds and a ravine. The 

place where we had seen the lake, was a pasture, this to the surprise of this Officer and other 

Military personnel who saw the lake that made it impossible for us to reach the humanoids. 

What we saw was luminous, no eyes or nose, no fingers apart, just a shape, I noticed elbows. 

Basically it was big and smooth head, slim body, two arms and legs without feet.

Several people report experiences identical to those of us Military personnel and we are going 

to interview these people. Some narrate hot air entering the house. The vehicles are with 



electrical problems. Mitsubhi doesn't work, the Military who saw and had more contact seem 

distressed, we are all psychologically or physically different, more tired, sleepy, there are 

reports of people who felt levitating.

I will carry out a study of the fact on my own. Cpl. Rabelo reported and presented photos he 

was able to take during his sightings, with his camera. Police Report was prepared on the 

initial fact, which is on file at this Military Police Department.

Witnesses: 

Ms. Renata Veloso 

Sgt. Waldir Araújo Silva 

Sgt. William Alcione Alves da Silva; 

Cpl. Amilton Rabelo 

Cpl. Sírio Barbosa 

LCpl. Heverton Francisco 

LCpl. Balbino; 

Ms. Írma de Fátima; 

Ms. Suziane 

Mr. lrlei Geraldo; 

Cláudio, December 8th, 2008. 

Eisenhower Guerck Austríaco, PM Lt.  

Commander, PM 3rd Plt  




